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After publication of the original article \[[@CR1]\], it came to the authors' attention that a contributor to the study, Arivajiagane Arundhathi, had been inadvertently omitted from the author list. Her affiliation, Institute of Molecular Medicine and Bioengineering, National Chiao Tung University, was also omitted.

The author list as appears in this erratum is correct. The "Competing interests" section does not require amending, and the "Authors' contributions" section is corrected as follows:CHW conceived the research and contributed to the research project design, the data interpretation and writing of the manuscript. HS and CCC contributed to perform the experiments, participant recruiting, and clinical data compilation. CCC, HS, WHC, and TYL analyzed the data. AA and HS prepared blood samples for analysis. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1186/s12933-015-0326-9.

The online version of the original article can be found at <http://dx.doi.org/10.1186/s12933-015-0326-9>.
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